11. What two word phrase in Isaiah 14:12-15 appears 5 times,
revealing the self will and arrogance of Lucifer?
12. Pastor Bryan calls our attention to the important fact that Satan’s
desire is to be what?

during the 1000 years?
25. You could almost say that the millennial kingdom is a test of man’s
heart under what?
26. Where will Jesus be reigning during the millennial kingdom?

13. The cleverest lie is the lie that is what?
27. Why is Jerusalem called “the beloved city”?
14. Satan is a counterfeiter. What does he do with truth?
15. What class of angels is the highest class?
16. Satan was a member of the highest class of angels, but he let what
grip his mind?

28. When Satan has gathered together all the rebels for one last attempt to
thwart God’s program they will all head to where?
29. According to Revelation 20:9, how does the final revolt end?

17. Where will Satan be during the 1000 year reign of Christ in the
millennial kingdom?

30. In Genesis 19, we see that God rained brimstone and fire on what two
cities?

18. Is the abyss the same place as hell?
19. What are some things we know that Satan won’t do during the
1000 years that he is bound in the abyss?

31. What is the only kind of judgement that remains after the final revolt
is crushed?
32. Where is Satan cast after his final revolt is crushed?

20. What does Satan do when he is released from the abyss?

33. Rather then being annihilated, consumed, or evaporated into
nothingness, those who are cast into hell are tormented for how long?

21. The rebels that Satan gathers are called what?
34. Will Satan be sent to hell to run hell?
22. Gog refers to who? And Magog refers to who?
35. Who is the primary victim or inmate of hell?
23. Where did all of the people come from who rebel with Satan at
the end of the millennial kingdom?

36. According to Jesus, in Matthew 25:41, hell was prepared for who?

24. In what way will many people conform to the reign of Christ

37. Even though hell was prepared for Satan and his angels, people will
end up there because they do what?

38. What is the problem with the argument that says that “the torment
of hell doesn’t really mean forever and ever”?
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39. The fact that many people during the millennial kingdom will
outwardly conform to Christ but when given the chance they will
rebel against the perfect King teaches us what important lesson?
40. From this lesson we learn that man is not basically good and his
problems are not caused by his circumstances. The wickedness is not
“out there” but is where?
41. Jeremiah 17:9 tells us that the heart is what?

THE FINAL REBELLION IS CRUSHED
Revelation 20:7-10
(Series #56)
The following are questions designed to facilitate greater learning and
deeper understanding of spiritual truths presented in the sermon “The Final
Rebellion Is Crushed”. All of the questions are answered as the sermon
is presented. We hope that it will be a catalyst to spiritual growth in your
life.

42. Are you a true believer?
1. What is one of the most deplorable words in the English language?
43. Have you really embraced Christ as your personal Lord and
Savior, or are you just blending with the crowd?

2. The very first rebellion was by who?

44. Is pride keeping you from committing your life to Him?

3. How many of the angels went with Satan/Lucifer in his rebellion against
God?

Remember: Your responsibility, by God’s enabling, is to consistently
apply the divine principles and truths you have heard (Philippians
2:12-13; I Timothy 4:7-9; James 1:22-27). As you meditate on this
message, ask yourself these questions:
•
How does God want my beliefs/actions to change?
•
How can I accomplish this change?
•
What is the first step toward bringing about this
change?
For Next Time:
1) Read through Revelation 1:1-20:10 one time
2) Read Revelation 20:11-15 each day this week and make a
note about what is happening in this passage
3) Spend some time this week thinking about what you have

4. Who did Satan deceive and lead into rebellion?
5. All of the devastation, hurt, pain, destruction, and heartache that has
taken place throughout history have been the result of whose rebellion?
6. The verses, Revelation 20:1-10, describe for us the events connected
with what?
7. About the only new thing we learn from Revelation 20 concerning the
coming millennial kingdom, that isn’t told in other places in Scripture is
what?
8. The coming millennial kingdom of Christ will last for how many years?

9. Before we move into the eternal, timeless dimension of the
kingdom, what has to happen?
10. Many Bible teachers believe that Isaiah 14 is a record of what?

